Discuss the term “pantomime.” Provide several examples of pantomime, having your child guess what you are acting out. Ask your child to pantomime the expression “hace frío” (it’s cold) and share his/her ideas with you. Ask your child to pantomime “hace calor” (it’s hot) and share his/her ideas with you. As your child tires of the pantomiming activity, make up a chant using the expressions “hace calor” (it’s hot) and “hace frío” (it’s cold). Add appropriate pantomimes to the chant. Practice the chant several times. Form a line and move around the room, chanting and pantomiming the “hace calor, “hace frío” chant. If possible, add music to the chant by determining which rhythm instruments (regular or “homemade”) would enhance the chant. To extend the activity, write down the created chant and accompanying movement. Begin a collection of created chants that can be referenced as your child desires.